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Pick n Pay, southern
African retailer
“Cobranding
was a conscious
decision”
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Reaching consumers in
the digital world
I recently visited China – a fascinating country that
is evolving at an impressive speed. Mobile payment
and home delivery of online orders are the norm there

26

nowadays. High-end retail stores are increasingly
expanding their range of organic fruit and vegetables,
which are even displayed with QR codes so shoppers can
read the stories behind the products.
At Rijk Zwaan we are embracing digital technology
to improve efficiency and to share valuable data and
content with chain partners and consumers. Our Love
My Salad social media platform is a good example of
how we reach out to consumers.
We address this topic in various articles in this edition
of Chainmail. In ‘The winning strategy for shopper

New Sweet Palermo colours

engagement’ you can read how research firm Edge by

©

“Enthusiastic reactions to
new colours

Ascential advises suppliers to share data and invest in
social media platforms in order to offer retailers tools
for strengthening shopper loyalty. Meanwhile, the
articles about Pick n Pay in Africa and Food Forest Farms

Chain partners have reacted enthusiastically to the new

in Malaysia illustrate how Rijk Zwaan is already sharing

Sweet Palermo colours. Orange and chocolate-coloured

content for social media, and we intend to intensify such

variants are now available in addition to red and yellow

activities in the future.

ones within Rijk Zwaan’s ...
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Retailers in Spain and
Portugal embrace
innovation
Convenience,
health, flavour…
Snack Lettuce©
has it all

>
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John Nakas, Manager
Agronomical
Department at
Barba Stathis
“Salanova® is one
of our favourites”

Consumers not only in China but all over the world are

30

From around the world
Longvita, Snackpep,
Pallada,
Violet & Luca

taking an ever-closer interest in the story behind the
product, and this issue of Chainmail presents some
examples of precisely those kinds of stories.
Happy reading!
Jan Doldersum
Manager Chain & Retail

4

Grocery chain Walmart and
supplier Agrocumbre in Guatemala

“In organic,
breeding is key to
success”
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The demand for organic is rising worldwide – including in Guatemala,
where grocery retailer Walmart is happy to list products
such as organic spinach, romain and batavia fresh-cut
lettuce, and mini carrots. “Rijk Zwaan offers our
suppliers high-quality varieties with disease
resistances,” says Carlos Vasquez, Purchasing
Coordinator for Fruit & Vegetables.
The retailer first started selling organic
vegetables in the Central American
country eight years ago. Vasquez:

‘We’re
striving to switch
was becoming more
to selling organic
important for
consumers,
produce without any
mainly
packaging, but the
because of
product still has to
food safety. But
look good’

“We realised that organic

the project was
unsuccessful because
the prices were too high
and the quality was below
par.” Walmart tried again
three years ago – this time with
success, explains the Purchasing
Coordinator. “We’re now the market
leader in organic products, which we
sell mainly in areas where average
incomes are higher. From a marketing
perspective, it’s important to clearly
differentiate between conventional
products and organic ones, such as
with the packaging – e.g. biobags
for broccoli, cauliflower and red
cabbage. We’d like to switch to
selling organic produce without any
packaging, but the product still has
to look good. However, our biggest
challenge in organic is to find more
certified growers who are focused
on producing good, high-quality
products.”

Agrocumbre
Growers’ association Agrocumbre is
one of Walmart’s valued suppliers and

6
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organic makes up 40% of its volume.

try mini Romany lettuce because it’s a

Around 120 of its members are USDA-

very handy format for consumers.

certified as organic farmers. Many of

Rijk Zwaan helps us to think

these are Rijk Zwaan varieties, such

about new concepts and

as Crofton RZ carrots and Larsson RZ

is continually coming up

broccoli. Some of the organic products

with new varieties. That

are sold under the private label Kultiva

kind of collaboration

as fresh-cut and/or pre-packed goods.

is important to us.

Alfredo Orllana, owner and director of

We would like to work

Agrocumbre: “We started with organic six

together to investigate which

years ago, primarily because of the rising

kind of biodegradable packaging

demand in the USA. The market is still

is the most suitable alternative to

growing by 10 to 20%.”

plastic.”

Innovating together

Breeding is key to success

Agrocumbre is keen to capitalise on
the growth by continuously
updating its assortment,
which is why Alfredo
Orllana is pleased with
Rijk Zwaan’s innovations.
“At the demo field in
Murcia, Spain, I saw

seeds result in a competitive yield and
that’s important. Besides that,
we applaud the fact that

‘Rijk Zwaan
helps us and is
continually coming
up with new
varieties’

Rijk Zwaan helps growers
to make the switch
to organic and puts
them in touch with us.
The organic market is
growing. Our biggest

challenge continues to be
finding certified producers.” •

Walmart places similar importance
on its strong ties with

‘For Walmart,
the biggest
challenge is finding
certified organic
growers’

some interesting
novelties such as mini
celery Elfy, Rocketeerz rocket
varieties and babyleaf
varieties. We’d love to

Rijk Zwaan. Vasquez:
“The vegetable breeding
company’s varieties
with a comprehensive
package of resistances
are essential for our
growers. In that sense,

breeding is one of the
keys to success.” He is very
impressed with Rijk Zwaan’s large
organic range. “The high-quality

‘Consumers are
thinking more about
the planet’
Cuatro Pinos is a Guatemalan grower who,
just like Agrocumbre, is responding to the
rising demand for organic. The cooperative
was founded in 1979 with the help of a
Swiss organisation and nowadays has
560 members. 15% of the total volume
is now organic, including crops such as
(mini) carrots and legumes. The organic
segment will continue to grow, according
to Production Manager Jorge Gonzales.
“It’s a clear trend that people – especially
millennials – are thinking more about
the planet, but also about health.” The
producer values the partnership with
Rijk Zwaan. Gonzales: “Rijk Zwaan’s
technical and market knowledge is
important for us. Furthermore, we’re
attracted to its wide range of organic
varieties and its numerous innovations.”

8
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Food Forest Farm in Malaysia chooses to focus on the top segment

“Silky Pink is
a premium brand with
international appeal”

“We love nature and we love growing
vegetables. Back in 2009, when we

Appearance, flavour and
quality

started our company close to Malaysia’s

“I first saw Silky Pink during an open day

Cameron Highlands, no one in our family

that Rijk Zwaan had invited us to in the

had an agricultural background. We built
up our business slowly but surely. We work
in line with the ‘green circle’ which means that
we opt for good-quality and safe food without the

Netherlands. I was immediately impressed
by its appearance, flavour and quality. My
first thought was, ‘Wouldn’t it be great if we
could grow such an innovative product as that in
Malaysia,’ because we always try to set ourselves apart

use of pesticides.”

as a supplier. For example, we – unlike many other growers –

Complete supply chain

sell vine-ripened tomatoes that taste just like they did in the

“We have a 40-hectare integrated township development on

good old days. Why does Silky Pink appeal to me so much? There

which we have seven hectares of agricultural land. We have a

is strong demand for pink tomatoes in Asia, including among

team of over 100 people and produce 20 crops – with tomatoes,

Japanese consumers. So the Silky Pink truss cocktail tomato is

cucumbers and lettuce being the most important ones –
in high tunnels, partly in soil and partly in cocopeat
or using the nutrient film technique (NFT). We do

an interesting product, especially because it can be
The Silky Pink

used for both snacking and cooking, enabling us

range comprises the

to expand in the vine tomato segment.”

more than just the production; we also pack

following varieties:

and distribute our products ourselves so that

• Beef tomato TY 12 RZ F1

we can offer full traceability. We serve the

• Truss tomato Haiku RZ F1

high-end segment, so it’s only logical that we

• Cocktail tomato Tatami RZ F1

are retailers at the top end of the market,

• Cherry tomato 72-005 RZ F1

such as Ben’s Independent Grocer (BIG) and

choose to grow the very best varieties.”

Top end of the market
“And things are going very well. Our customers

9
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The Malaysian family-owned company Food Forest Farm has a
clear vision; it is focused on sustainable production methods and
grows flavoursome, distinctive, top-quality produce. That is why
Silky Pink, Rijk Zwaan’s pink cocktail tomato, not only graces the
grower’s delivery trucks but also the shelves of high-end retailers
in Kuala Lumpur and Singapore, explains Khoo Peng Keat,
Director of Food Forest Farm.

ISETAN. The growing middle class in

much more limited. Thanks to

Malaysia is driving the ongoing growth

these strong ties, we’ve been a 100%

of these retailers. They really love Silky

Rijk Zwaan variety company right

Pink. The brand offers them something
distinctive for their fresh produce category.
In Malaysia, most premiums are import
products. Silky Pink is unique because it has
international appeal yet is grown locally under
controlled conditions – that’s a very strong combination.
We will be further increasing our focus on unique premium
products in the future.”

The same values

from the start. The Rijk Zwaan staff
have been sharing support and ideas
with us for ten years now. Our partnership
also means that their chain manager and
I meet with retailers together, in complete
openness. I hope that we will continue to take our
partnership to the next level.”

More social media
“Marketing has always been an important part of our company

“We have a special partnership with Rijk Zwaan. Business ethics

which is why Silky Pink is featured prominently on both our

are very important to us. We have the same fundamental values

trucks. We hold roadshows with large retailers; we take along

as Rijk Zwaan. ‘Sharing a healthy future’ expresses precisely

a tomato plant so that consumers can sample our tomatoes.

what we stand for. Rijk Zwaan embarks on a journey with every

But that’s still not enough. We want to share more information

customer, whether you’re a big player or a small one. I like

through social media in the future. I’ve noticed that consumers

their honesty in sharing information… not to influence me,

are taking an ever-closer interest in the story behind the product.

but to allow me to choose for myself how to further develop

Where does the variety come from? How does it differ from other

my company. Without Rijk Zwaan, my view of the horticultural

products? We’re keen to work together with Rijk Zwaan to build

sector and my production and product knowledge would be

an even closer connection with customers.” •
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Retail analysis

The winning strategy for
shopper engagement
The global consumer market is changing, not only in terms of demographics
but also in people’s way of shopping and their awareness of the social and
environmental impact of ‘food’. Various social, technological, economic,
industrial and political (STEIP) trends have an influence on purchasing and
shopping behaviour and thus on customer loyalty. Some examples of trends
affecting consumer behaviour include the shift towards smaller households,
the ageing population and growing health consciousness. Retailers and
suppliers are responding to these changes in consumers’ needs and lifestyles
by offering smaller pack sizes, more convenience and healthier products,
for instance.
According to research company Edge

products based on consumer

by Ascential, revision of product

preferences or possibilities

ingredients and introduction of ‘good-

for product customisation/

for-you’ ranges will allow companies

personalisation.

to tap into the growing health spend.
Brands can build a competitive

More emotion and interaction

advantage by aligning their business

The research firm has investigated how

practices with consumer expectations

the top 25 retailers in the USA, France,

and providing access to product

Germany, UK, China and Japan score

information via transparency initiatives.

on the four aspects listed above. The

This is important as consumers are

comparison includes both omnichannel

becoming more environmentally

players (retailers with both online and

minded and increasingly aware of the

offline stores, such as Carrefour) and

growing need for natural, sustainable

pure players (pure players are 100%

and ethical consumption.

online retailers such as Amazon). Its

Keeping consumers engaged
and building loyalty
1.	tangible aspects, such as a wide

analysis reveals that retailers focus
primarily on the tangible characteristics
in order to create shopper loyalty, with
‘tangible’ scoring an average of 72%.

choice of private labels, loyalty

‘Convenience’ is still some way behind,

programmes and special offers

with a score of 41%, and there is still

2.	convenience, including ease of

considerable room for improvement on

payment and integration of digital

‘emotion’ and ‘interaction’, which score

technologies for product discovery

just 25% and 9% respectively.

3.	emotion, such as brand values,
ethics and transparency – does the

E-commerce in the lead

retailer stand out for its commitment

Edge by Ascential has also analysed

or transparency regarding social,

which retailers are most successful at

environmental and/or community

engaging their customers. The top five

values?

features three pure players: Amazon (1),

4.	interaction, such as offering local

JD (3) and Alibaba (4). The US

11
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e-commerce giant Amazon is in the

and sustainable food. According to the

sharing data can enable suppliers to

top spot with a score of 64%, driven

research firm, this transparent approach

offer retailers tools for strengthening

not only by its huge assortment

fosters consumer trust, which in turn

shopper loyalty. Another good strategy

of leading brands, but also by its

strengthens shopper loyalty.

for suppliers is to invest in social media

exclusive membership programme.

platforms. Additionally, the research
So what can the fresh produce supply

firm recommends that suppliers take a

According to Edge, the success of these

chain learn from this analysis of

sustainable and value-driven approach

three e-commerce companies is due to

customer engagement? The research

so that the whole supply chain can

the online data that the retailers gather,

firm has some suggestions. First and

support the retailer in building consumer

enabling them to carefully tailor their

foremost, it advises suppliers to invest

trust. As demonstrated by Carrefour, the

responses to the needs of individual

in all aspects of data. According to Edge

fruit and vegetable category is ideally

consumers. The research firm predicts

by Ascential, gathering, analysing and

suited to this strategy. •

that shoppers will increasingly expect
such an approach from ‘their’ retailer
by 2030, so retailers will need to
anticipate each consumer’s needs
and offer them exclusive events and
truly personalised deals.
When it comes to e-commerce and
the grocery market, there has been
a relatively slow shift towards online.
Currently the online edible grocery
market, which is a combination of food
and beverages, has just a 3% share of
sales. In comparison, other categories
like electronics are hugely e-commerce
driven (online accounts for almost
50% of sales). The low penetration of
e-commerce in the edible grocery
market represents clear future
growth potential within this category.
Furthermore, edible grocery is a
particularly important category for
brands and retailers to keep track
of in view of its relative size (at more
than twice the size of the next largest
category).

Rijk Zwaan helps partners to understand
consumers

Carrefour focuses on
sustainability

As part of its supply chain tasks, Rijk Zwaan regards it as important to work together

Two omnichannel retailers are also

produce category. Consumer research plays a key role in that, with examples

represented in the top five: Carrefour

including taste tests and eye-tracking studies in the Rijk Zwaan Retail Center in

(2) and Waitrose (5). Carrefour’s

Berlin. Such studies provide insight into shoppers’ conscious and subconscious

impressive second place is mainly due

buying behaviour. Furthermore, Rijk Zwaan conducts online research among

to its transformation plan in which the

consumers around the world to investigate things like acceptance, buying frequency

French retail chain has translated supply

and their perception of the quality of fruit and vegetables. The company shares the

chain sustainability into a tangible ‘Act

resulting data with the relevant chain partners. That’s how we share a healthy future.

with retailers and other chain partners to help strengthen and advance the fresh

for Food’. The retailer has formulated
19 concrete actions to help the chain
work towards healthy, tasty, varied

For more details, watch the video at www.rijkzwaan.com/retailcenter
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Javier Jiménez Medina, General Manager
at SAT Campos de Granada, talks about the
snack cucumber MyCubies

“We supply
MyCubies to
supermarkets
all year
round”

C | Chainmail
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Rijk Zwaan developed
and launched its exclusive
snack cucumber brand
MyCubies® several years
ago. The most recent
company to start producing
MyCubies is SAT Campos
de Granada, a specialist in
snack vegetables, especially
sweet pepper, tomato and
cucumber. General
Manager Javier
Jiménez discusses
his experiences
during
this project
and provides
insight into the latest
consumption habits.
The MyCubies concept is currently built on six
partners in Spain and Rijk Zwaan. How is the
relationship?
Tremendously good; it is a model of success.
The MyCubies brand is supported by a group
of production companies. Coordinated by
Rijk Zwaan, we collaborate and share technical
information in order to all maintain the same
quality standards.
Where can we find the MyCubies grown by
your company?
Firstly in several British supermarkets and some
German ones, such as Edeka and Netto. MyCubies
is the best quality snack cucumber. With its

14
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appealing flavour and very thin skin, it meets the needs of
food retailers who want to introduce innovations in their
fresh categories. Secondly, we have exhibited MyCubies at
Fruit Attraction 2018 in Madrid, where we promoted a new
commercial packaging concept for three units. We also
presented an important innovation: new micro-perforated
thermo-sealed plastic packaging. A carefully balanced
atmosphere of carbon dioxide and oxygen is maintained
inside the pack, ensuring that the MyCubies retain their
firmness and freshness for longer.
In your experience, what are consumers and
retailers demanding nowadays?
Consumers definitely expect flavour, first of
all. That is a precondition. Secondly, snacks
are fashionable among consumers. Whether
for dieting, health or convenience reasons,
consumption of snacks like MyCubies is growing –
it is a clear trend. Retailers are demanding stability
and year-round programmes. Our MyCubies are grown
by specialists: around 16 growers on 20 hectares. The same
quality is guaranteed in the supply all year round.
How else is SAT Campos de Granada committed to
promoting the consumption of fresh fruit and vegetables?
Since 2012 we have been running an exciting project called
‘ComeSano’ which has already enabled us to reach 11,000
children in Granada. This programme consists of talks on
nutrition in schools, plus we prepare a healthy breakfast
for which we distribute small bags of products – including
MyCubies snack cucumbers inside. We also encourage
parents to attend, which is essential if we are to transfer
the good habit of eating fruit and vegetables into people’s
homes. In fact, three years ago we were recognised by the
5 al Día (‘five a day’) association for the relevance of our
‘ComeSano’ initiative. •
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Kelvin RZ
performs through
the danger zone
There’s one celery variety that’s not only helping Australian growers get
through the bolting period, but is also producing a product of such high quality
that it’s in demand for export.
Kelvin RZ initially caught the eye of

up costing me because it didn’t get me

Andrew Bogdanich of Bogdanich Farms,

through the bolting period. I lost a lot

a third-generation West Australian (WA)

of celery that year. With Kelvin RZ you

farmer who grew the first commercial

don’t lose anything because it’s resistant

crop of Kelvin RZ in 2015.

to bolting and slots into that period
very well.”

“Kelvin RZ was standing up a lot higher;
it was a lot darker in colour, had longer

Communication is key

stalks and was low on side shoots. The

Celery seeds are hard and small, and

biggest benefit was that we could grow it

primed for germination before they

for 12 months of the year.”

leave Rijk Zwaan’s Seed Quality Centre
in The Netherlands. This enables seeds

Bogdanich Farms is located 100km north

to germinate faster and more uniformly

of Perth on irrigated sandy soil. Bogdanich

once they’re sown. Lori said good

Farms supplies celery to chain stores and

communication and planning is vital

local markets, as a whole or trimmed.

to ensure seeds arrive on time and in

They also sell Kelvin RZ for

optimum condition.

processing.
“Rijk Zwaan does that very well. They

Resistant
to bolting

have a specially made cooler styrene
box to keep the seeds at the right
temperature. Primed seed has a limited

In the

shelf life so you’ve got to keep ordering

Mediterranean

seed at regular intervals – we’ve never had

climate of

any problems with the germination.”

WA, celery
typically bolts
during October,
November and
December. Lori

Overseas demand
Lori ships 80% of his 55 weekly tonne
production to Malaysia, Singapore,
Indonesia and the Middle East.

Sumich of Sumpec
Vegetables, located 30km
south of Perth, said Rijk Zwaan’s West

“Kelvin RZ is a greener celery and we like
it a bit greener because it holds up better

Australian sales representative, Dusanka

for export. This variety has a neat form

Milunovic, introduced him to Kelvin RZ

that’s very tight from the middle and

and he hasn’t looked back.

since we export whole heads, that helps
a lot for packing because you get more

“Dusanka started trialling Kelvin RZ a few

in the carton. When you’ve got good,

years ago but in that first year I didn’t trial

uniform product, the labour component

it. I grew a different variety and it ended

comes down.” •
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Tomato with longer
shelf life is good news
for growers
The long-life tomato is a new concept for Chile. The loose tomato variety Alamina RZ has completely changed the
production approach in this elongated country. Tomato grower José Vargas Ponce, owner of Agrovar in Quillota, was one
of the pioneers.
Much of the long-life tomato’s success is

varieties. This variety is good news for

trial Alamina RZ in 2014 and subsequently

due to the size and shape of the South

growers because customers only pay

Attiya RZ, he feels a special bond with

American country of Chile. The major

them for sellable products. Now, they

Rijk Zwaan. Agrovar, which employs ten

tomato production area is in the north

can supply high-quality tomatoes all

people, grows tomatoes on close to ten

of the country, close to Arica, while one

year round,” comments Esteban Zamora

hectares, partly outdoors and partly in

of the biggest sales regions is around

Figueroa, Specialist Sales Support

high tunnels. He explains: “We’re part of

Santiago, which is some 2,000 kilometres

at Rijk Zwaan.

to the south.

On rootstock

the history of these varieties.
Long shelf life didn’t
exist until they

“Growers can wait until Alamina RZ

Because José

were introduced.

turns red before harvesting it because

Vargas Ponce

We graft both

the tomatoes have a 25-day shelf life,

was the first

compared with ten days for regular

grower to

varieties onto
Kaiser RZ and
Emperador RZ
rootstocks,
which results
in even better
performance.”

Win-win
relationship
According to Vargas Ponce,
Agrovar sorts and packs all the tomatoes
before supplying them to two major
customers: Lo Valledor and La Vega
Central. “They are the most important
street markets in central Chile. In the
summer we supply to the food-service
sector too. Our main goal is to fulfil our
promises to customers so that they
remain loyal to us.” Vargas Ponce has faith
in the partnership with Rijk Zwaan, both
now and in the future. “We choose to use
only their varieties, 100%. In fact, we’re
already trialling three new varieties. It’s a
win-win relationship thanks to the high
quality of their seeds.”•
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Chile’s focus on a healthy lifestyle stimulates vegetable consumption
In 2015 the Chilean government passed a law called ‘Elige Vivir Sano’ which means ‘Choose to live healthily’. This
significantly boosted sales of fruit and vegetables. In conjunction with chain partners, Rijk Zwaan has successfully
launched new vegetables in Chile, such as the Snackpep snack cucumber with its surprisingly crunchy bite.
The law came in response to alarming

new vegetables and innovative concepts,

One source of inspiration for Chilean

findings from a World Health Organization

many of which are aimed at children,

supermarket organisations is the

(WHO) study which revealed that 83% of

explains Esteban Zamora Figueroa,

Rijk Zwaan Retail Center in Berlin,

deaths are linked to an unhealthy lifestyle.

Specialist Sales Support at Rijk Zwaan:

Germany. Zamora Figueroa: “After visiting

Since then, schools have introduced more

“In close consultation with retailers,

the Retail Center, retailers themselves go

hours of physical education and eliminated food-service companies and growers,

in search of growers who can produce

unhealthy food from their canteens, a

we’ve introduced products such as

a particular variety. As Rijk Zwaan, we

smoking ban has been imposed in public

snack peppers and snack tomatoes. Our

then draw up a contract to formalise the

spaces and families have been buying

Snackpep snack cucumber

agreements about packaging and product

more fruit and vegetables.

campaign in partnership

quality. We also have intensive contact

with retail chain

with the growers. That’s how Rijk Zwaan

Snack vegetables for kids

Jumbo is a

is actively contributing to Chile’s new

The increased focus on a healthy lifestyle

good example

lifestyle, in line with our mission of

has opened up lots of opportunities for

of that.”

‘Sharing a healthy future’.”
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Collaboration, partnerships and chain management are all popular media topics,
with wide coverage of visits to new markets and participation in events.
Quick Clicks provides an overview of important or unusual happenings that have
attracted media attention.

Quick

Snack Lettuce wins Fruit Attraction
Innovation Award
“Award for Rocketeerz”

Rijk Zwaan France wins Bronze Medal for
Sparkle RZ at Sival fair in Angers, France.
Juliette Cahen on WhatsApp

Snack Lettuce is awarded with the Fruit
Attraction Innovation Award for being the best
innovation. The concept was presented at the
Rijk Zwaan booth.

>

Fruit Attraction

Sweet Palermo promoted at
Auchan, Poland

After successful promotion of Sweet Palermo
in France and Spain, Sweet Palermo is now
promoted in Auchan for Polish consumers.

>

Rijk Zwaan focuses on
sustainability

At Fruit Logistica 2019, Rijk Zwaan shows
its activities supporting more sustainable
production. By innovating in terms of
production methods and products, Rijk Zwaan
contributes towards a more sustainable future.

>

“Great to see Rijk Zwaan distributor
Holland Greentech taking off in
Zambia.”

>

Harald Peeters about the activities of
RZ in Zambia

#VivaFresh

Mucci Farms on LinkedIn

Crop training for growers

On 3 April, COE training in Iringa with our
Rijk Zwaan crop specialist Adam. Around 89
farmers attended, 59 were women, 30 were
men.
Rijk Zwaan Tanzania on Facebook

Rijk Zwaan

#TeamMucci is looking good and ready for
showtime at Booth 44 at Viva Fresh 2019!
If you’re at the show, be sure to text “44” to
520-208-8595 to vote for CuteCumber Poppers
to win the Best of Show Award!

Auchan Poland

Top 20 most influential persons

Rijk Zwaan on Twitter @RijkZwaan | April
24: Top 20 most influential persons in the
European seed sector – Marco van Leeuwen
Twitter.com

“Knowledge sharing by Rijk Zwaan
and Philips Horticulture”
In cooperation with Philips Horticulture, Rijk
Zwaan organised a Hydroponic and Vertical
Farming Seminar in Orlando, Florida, USA
Bauke van Lenteren on WhatsApp
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licks
Rijk Zwaan on Twitter

@rijkzwaan | NEWS - Looking forward to
taking part in the @GreenTechRAI for the
first time and showing how we can make a
key contribution to large-scale horticultural
projects #innovation #collaboration
Twitter.com

Scientists reveal ‘ideal diet’ for
people’s and planet’s health

“MyCubies sponsors cycling event
in Madrid”

Jan Doldersum on Twitter @Jan_Doldersum
| Jan 17: BREAKING NEWS! @LoveMySalad
Study from @TheLancet Scientists reveal ‘ideal
diet’ for people’s and planet’s health
Twitter.com

During a cycling event in Madrid, MyCubies
was promoted amongst all participants.
Healthy snacking before, during and after
sports is a hit!
Alberto Cuadrado on WhatsApp

Better salads for everyone

Frances Tolson on Twitter @VegEnthusiast |
Jun 18: A perfect match: ready-to-go salads
with @KnoxtmLettuce = Better #salads for
everyone.
Twitter.com

“Mucci Farms Wins Freggie Award
at CPMA Convention and
Trade Show”

>

Mucci Farms about award for
One Bite snack cucumbers

Albert Heijn: Less plastic for fruit
and vegetables after successful
test

After a successful test in the fruit and vegetable
department of an Albert Heijn supermarket
in Hoofddorp, the Netherlands, AH will start
offering even more fruit and vegetables
without plastic in shops and online.

>

Silver Coral melon promotion in
China

Including a live stream to launch the concept.
Rijk Zwaan China on WeChat

It’s just lettuce, right – or is it? As we share our
Q1 results today, we celebrate the everyday
things that help drive the success of Ahold
Delhaize. And with several of our brands
introducing innovations around lettuce,
that’s where we’re starting. Read more here:
https://bit.ly/2H8FZEh #aholddelhaize #results
#leadingtogether
Ahold Delhaize on LinkedIn

Albert Heijn via FreshPlaza.com

Good reaction to extended pepper
range

Rijk Zwaan’s chocolate and orange-coloured
Sweet Palermo peppers are catching the eye in
a growing market.
Fruitnet.com on LinkedIn
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Flip Gitmans from Russian retailer Lenta
Since opening in 2017, the Rijk Zwaan Retail Center in Berlin has facilitated
inspiration sessions and research programmes with chain partners
from all over the world. “We always leave with a head full of new ideas,”
says Lenta’s Flip Gitmans.

The recipe for the Retail Center’s success

taste, experience and compare – not only

is based on several key ingredients: offer

products with each other, but also as a certain

tailormade programmes, organise workshops,

benchmark for what is grown in Russia,” he

study various store layouts and recreate

says. “It is great to have all this in one place. It

What resources
does the Retail
Center offer?

them in a realistic model of a supermarket

is also very useful to have a range of packaging

•	In-depth interviews with

environment. The Rijk Zwaan Retail Center

options at hand so we can easily pick our

has three different shelf layouts: a Dutch-

favourites. Thanks to the presence of so

style chilled shelving unit for convenience

much knowledge under one roof, we always

products, a pendant from the USA and

leave with new ideas for innovation and

in-depth insights about new

German discounter-style shelving for ambient

improvement of our assortment and stores.”

concepts or existing products

products. This mock-up of supermarket

consumers, experts and/or
shoppers
•	Focus-group interviews to gain

•	Unique test shopping with

displays from around the world provides

Category growth

an environment where partners from the

With the wide range of resources it offers (see

glasses that can support

international fresh food chain – including

box), the Retail Center creates not only new

product positioning, marketing,

upstream traders and growers as well as

opportunities for individual partners, but

packaging or product

retailers – can experiment and innovate with

also growth for the entire fruit and vegetable

presentation concepts.

category. Michael Gerhard, Account Manager

Good overview

cameras or eye-tracking

attractiveness
•	Shelf life test to gain knowledge

at Rijk Zwaan, comments: “We offer research

of the in-store life cycle of a

facilities, but also share our expert knowledge

product

One of those partners is Flip Gitmans, Fresh

of key categories such as lettuce, melon,

Fruit & Vegetable Director at Lenta, a retail

tomato, cucumber and pepper. That includes

chain that operates 232 hypermarkets in

in-depth scans into those assortments.

84 cities across Russia. “For us, each visit

Together with input from our retail clients and

to the Retail Center is very useful. From the

our knowledge of key category tactics, we

product point of view, we get a good overview

can help to create an ideal product offering,

of what is available. We are able to feel,

leading to further category growth.” •

Would you like to visit the Retail
Center?
Schedule an appointment via
www.rijkzwaan.com/retailcenter

Rijk Zwaan | June | 2019

“A visit to the
Retail Center always
sparks new ideas”
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Pick n Pay, southern African retailer

“Cobranding was a
conscious decision”
Thanks to a unique partnership between Pick n Pay and Rijk Zwaan,
the African supermarket chain’s lettuce category has achieved double-digit
growth. “Our customers love this upgrade,” says Liz van Niekerk,
Head of Produce and Horticulture for the retailer.
Pick n Pay has more than 1,600 stores

For example, the partners shared

pepper and cucumber categories,

across seven countries in southern

one another’s recipes, photos and

according to Van Niekerk. “It was

Africa. The supermarket chain offers

information on Salanova.com, the Love

fantastic to see the results of

everything a shopper could need – food,

My Salad platform, Pick n Pay’s Facebook

the Pick n Pay and Rijk Zwaan

clothes and many other products – with

page (which has 1.9 million followers)

partnership landing into stores

a focus on affordable prices. Pick n Pay

and in the food magazine called Fresh

for the summer. The feedback

demonstrates a genuine commitment

Living. An extra initiative was rolled out in

from our customers has been

to consumer welfare and societal issues.

stores in Cape Town and Johannesburg,

really positive. They are loving

This strong social conscience forms

where various colours of Salanova® were

the upgrades! Co-branding was a

a solid foundation for outstanding

promoted in special packaging including

conscious decision because it’s very

customer service, innovation and

a free cutter tool.

strong and adds great authority to the

growth. One way the retailer drives

range. This new approach is taking our

with partners such as Rijk Zwaan. Last

Taking the category to
the next level

year, after analysing the lettuce, bell

The results of this multi-faceted

Rijk Zwaan.” Pick n Pay plans to continue

pepper and cucumber categories,

campaign speak for themselves. Pick n

upgrading its fresh produce range, with

the Rijk Zwaan team recommended

Pay has achieved sustained growth in the

the tomato category one of the next on

a number of updates to the product

full-head lettuce, fresh-cut lettuce, bell

the list. •

growth is through intensive collaboration

range in line with Pick n Pay’s strategic
objectives.

Online and offline campaign
Rijk Zwaan and Pick n Pay implemented
the changes in late 2018, to coincide with
the summer period. The fresh produce
category was updated and the partners
launched a joint marketing campaign
to promote the new premium products.
“We intensively promoted Salanova®,
Sweet Palermo® and snack cucumbers
during that time, both online and offline,”
explains Van Niekerk.

fresh produce category to the next level.
We really value our partnership with

Rijk Zwaan | June | 2019
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Retailers in Spain and Portugal embrace innovation

Convenience, health,
flavour… Snack
Lettuce has it all
Snack Lettuce© has been crowned a winner in Spain not once but
twice: at Fruit Attraction 2018 and at the Salón de Gourmet 2019 food
fair. This tasty innovation is precisely what young, conscious consumers
are looking for – convenient, healthy and sustainable.
Both innovation awards are worthy

with them and the growers to refine the

leaf combined with a delicious filling.”

recognition of the close collaboration

concept. The leaves have precisely the right

GL has developed Wrap Lettuce with three

between chain partners in Iberia. The story

dimensions and a unique spoon shape,

different fillings: tuna, chicken and beet-

started back in 2016, when Rijk Zwaan first

plus the long shelf life is crucial for us.”

root hummus. Catarina Geallad: “They have

presented this new lettuce with a unique

recently been introduced in Spain through

texture, distinctive flavour and ‘spoon-

Both at home and out of home

shape’ to its chain partners. Four producers

The chain partners are marketing Snack

El Corte Inglés and at DIA&go. In Portugal

– El Dulze, Jimbo, Fruca Marketing

Lettuce in three ways, says Alberto

the healthy wraps are sold through the

and Kaine – joined forces to guarantee

Cuadrado, Chain Manager at Rijk Zwaan.

Petrol chain of fuel stations and the

sufficient supply. Meanwhile, the distributor

“The first way is to retailers as a duo pack,

Pingo Doce and Continente retail chains.

Comfresh and the food company GL

and the second is as a product for food-

We’re looking forward to building on our

researched for new usages. Together, these

service customers. Thanks to the unique

partnership with Rijk Zwaan. We envisage

partners along with Rijk Zwaan launched

shape and crispy bite, home cooks and

more new opportunities for food service in

a promotional campaign including videos,

professional chefs can use the leaves

the future.” •

product sampling, blogs, a social media

as edible spoons. They are suitable for

campaign with the hashtag #eatthespoon

all kinds of hot and cold fillings, such as

and the website www.lechugasnack.es.

guacamole, ceviche and cheese.” The duo

Long shelf life
One of the partners involved is the
Portuguese company GL, which

pack has already been listed by grocery
chains including El Corte Inglés, Alcampo,
Masymas and DIA and by wholesaler Makro.

manufactures juices, snacks,

As a wrap for on the go

sandwiches and ready meals

The third and most recent way is for

for food service and retail in

use as ‘wrap lettuce’, which particularly

24 countries. GL’s motto is ‘Smart

impressed the jury of the Salón de Gourmet

people, great food’. Catarina
Geallad, Account Manager for Spain,
Italy and Latin America, comments:
“We have a very good relationship with
the Rijk Zwaan team. We worked together

the hypermarket chains Auchan and

innovation award, continues Cuadrado:
“The wraps are a very interesting solution
for the on-the-go market, enabling in a
fresh, natural, low-carb snack. Consumers
are pleasantly surprised by the crunchy

www.snacklettuce.com
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Enthusiastic reactions
©
to new Sweet Palermo
colours
Chain partners have reacted enthusiastically to the new Sweet Palermo©
colours. Orange and chocolate-coloured variants are now available in
addition to red and yellow ones within Rijk Zwaan’s brand of sweet pointed
peppers. “We plan to introduce the trio of red, orange and yellow across
the whole of Europe,” says Jesús Villegas from Unica Fresh.
According to Jesús Villegas, who is

Rijn-Wassenaar from Rijk Zwaan: “We’d

new packaging concepts

responsible for pepper sales at the

set a high bar for ourselves. We wanted

and ideas for blends which

Spanish export company Unica Fresh,

the other colours to offer consumers the

we then offer to our chain

the market for sweet pointed peppers

same high-quality experience. We trialled

partners as inspiration. For

is still growing in Europe. “Relevant

the varieties extensively, testing the taste

example, a mix of red, yellow

growth continued last season. Thanks

with consumer panels, the shape together

and chocolate – which is almost

to its good flavour and texture, the red

with breeders and the technical traits

black – can be used to make a

Palermo RZ is a fantastic pepper, whether

with growers. These new colours meet all

blend featuring the colours of the

cooked or eaten raw. The yellow variant

our criteria. For example, the chocolate

Belgian or German flag. Various seasonal

is performing very well too, and has had a

Palermo is just as surprisingly sweet as its

blends are possible too. We will soon be

particularly strong launch in Germany. The

red ‘sister’.”

launching a campaign called ‘Colouring

arrival of the orange sweet pointed pepper

the Year’ to support this idea,” explains

that we plan to introduce across the whole

New inspirational packaging
concepts

of Europe. The trio of red, orange and

With these four colours, it is now possible

yellow will help us to expand the market.”

to make numerous Sweet Palermo

The importance of product
development

combinations. “That creates more

Jesús Villegas from Unica Fresh is happy

diversification within the category. At our

with such support. “It helps us during

Rijk Zwaan developed the Sweet

Retail Center in Berlin, we use techniques

the launch. The collaboration with

Palermo brand in 2015. Appealing

such as eye-tracking technology to test

Rijk Zwaan around product development

opens up opportunities for a new blend

Flavour and shape

Van Rijn.

flavour, versatility and convenience are

and market launch is very important

the three main strengths of the red

to us. Our customers’ wants and needs

Palermo RZ and have become the

are always our top priority, of course.

brand’s core values. Therefore, it has

I expect the market for sweet pointed

taken some time for the vegetable

peppers to continue to evolve and

breeding company to develop

grow. Following on from Scandinavia

yellow, orange and chocolate

and Germany, we’re already seeing

variants that are up to scratch.

good sales performance in Spanish

Marketing Specialist Heleen van

supermarkets, for instance.” •

Rijk Zwaan | June | 2019
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“Salanova® is one of
our favourites”
High quality, optimum food safety and minimum use of pesticides – those
are the key principles that the Greek vegetable processing company Barba
Stathis upholds for its products. “That’s why we choose to work together with
Rijk Zwaan,” says John Nakas, Manager of the Agronomical Department.
Barba Stathis is celebrating its 50th

a little help to produce these new,

lettuce. These traits make it possible for

anniversary this year and has plenty to

innovative products that we wanted to

both farmers and processors to produce

be proud of. With a strong brand, the

launch on the Greek market, so we asked

high-quality vegetable products. And

company has become the market leader

Rijk Zwaan for support. Their specialists

most importantly of all, they enable us

in frozen vegetables and frozen dough

know precisely which varieties are

to minimize the use of crop protection

products. The facts and figures underline

most suitable for the Greek climate. In

agents too.”

this formidable position; over a thousand

close collaboration with the Rijk Zwaan

Greek farmers are producing vegetables

team, our farmers are now producing

Babyleaf and KnoxTM

for the company on a contract basis

high-quality and optimally food-safe

The company’s 50th anniversary is a

vegetables.”

fitting occasion to not only reflect on

across 3,000 hectares of land.
Barba Stathis has five
processing facilities where

Finding solutions

the past, but also to look ahead. In the
future, Barba Stathis is keen to continue

Nakas particularly values the relationship

innovating together with Rijk Zwaan.

turned into around 150

with Rijk Zwaan. “The team members

Nakas: “We still have lots of creative

different convenience

share their tremendous expertise with

ideas. Salanova® is one of our favourite

products for export

us and address our needs. They find

products. Besides that, we’re keeping

to 25 countries.

the solutions that we need in order to

a close eye on the development of new

produce fresh salads, such as varieties

KnoxTM varieties and we’re also in the

with resistances to aphids or ones that

process of launching babyleaf on the

naturally delay pinking in fresh-cut

Greek market.” •

those vegetables are then

Proactive
approach to
innovation
The processing
company added
leafy vegetables such
as fresh-cut lettuce,
Salanova®, spinach and
rocket to its wide range of
products several years ago, and
Barba Stathis – which is part of the Greek
Vivartia Group – has had an intensive
partnership with Rijk Zwaan ever since,
explains Nakas. “Our farmers needed
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Marketing Specialist Mathilde Tournebize on
Longvita

“New quality standard in courgette
can stimulate sales”
If courgettes look fresh and shiny, consumers decide to buy them
more quickly. With our Longvita concept we offer our chain partners
a significantly higher standard of quality. This label’s varieties, such
as Calagreen RZ F1, retain their freshness and shine for longer after
harvesting. This can reduce the amount of poor-quality products
and hence waste, as well as fostering sales of these delicious
vegetables.
Characteristics
• Higher fruit quality for growers
• Eye-catching on the shelf for consumers
• Less product waste for wholesalers and retailers

From around
Marketing Specialist Heleen van Rijn-Wassenaar on Pallada

“Italian round variety is crown jewel among
eggplant”
The round eggplant is a popular ingredient in Italian cuisine. For this unique eggplant,
Rijk Zwaan has launched a new premium label called Pallada to inspire wholesalers, food
service companies and retailers. The eggplant is purple and white on the outside with firm
white flesh. Its stunning appearance and subtle sweetness make it ideal for inclusion in all
kinds of culinary creations.
Characteristics
• Outstanding taste and fruity aroma
• Distinct shape and colour
• Complete marketing concept to support launch
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Headquarters
Sales subsidiary
Breeding station
Production station
Research and service station

Chain Manager Thijs Hulisz on the snack line

“Snacktom and Snackpim follow on from
Snackpep’s success”
Snackpep was the first healthy snack concept in Brazil. It is now three years
since Rijk Zwaan worked together with growers to launch this premium brand
complete with packaging, displays and tasting sessions in retail stores, where
the product is now listed everywhere. The healthy line of snacks was extended
with Snacktom snack tomatoes last year, and Snackpim snack peppers have
been added this year. Retailers in other South American countries are showing
an interest too.
Characteristics
• Full range of healthy snacks: Snackpep, Snacktom and Snackpim
• Including marketing support such as packaging concepts and displays
• Tasty varieties with a good shelf life and guaranteed high quality

the world
Marketing Specialist
Michael Sempf on Violet & Luca

“Healthy and colourful kohlrabi
with potential”
Colour and taste are what give the innovative Violet & Luca
concept such a strong competitive edge. This mix of one
purple and one white kohlrabi is nature at its best. Kohlrabi
is especially popular in Germany, but has growth potential
elsewhere too. It is a healthy and versatile brassica that can
be widely used in both traditional and oriental dishes, and it
is also delicious as a snack.
Characteristics
• Colourful and tasty product available all year round
• Combination of robust and mild flavour
• Sustainable duo pack provides inspiration

Rijk Zwaan Distribution B.V. | P.O.Box 40 | 2678 ZG De Lier, The Netherlands | www.rijkzwaan.com

Together with our partners,
we want to actively contribute
to the world’s food supply
and stimulate
vegetable consumption
by laying the foundations
for healthy and
appealing vegetables.

